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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

ヨーロッパでのウィリアム・ブレイクの受容　全 2 巻

The Reception of William Blake in Europe. 2 vols.

Paley, Morton D. & Erle, Sibylle (ed.)

The Reception of British and Irish Authors in Europe  (Bloomsbury Academic)

2019 : 02      Hardback 9781472507457 ￡250.00           

  Author of the 'The Tyger' and 'Jerusalem', the visionary poet and artist William Blake is one of the most vivid fi gures in British Romantic 

literature. With chapters written by leading international scholars, The Reception of William Blake in Europe is the fi rst comprehensive and 

systematic reference guide to Blake's influence across Europe. Exploring Blake's impact on literature, art, music and culture, the book 

includes bibliographies of major translations of Blake's work in each country covered, as well as a publication history and timeline of the poet's 

reception on the continent.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】

ジャック・ケルアックと近現代俳句の伝統

Jack Kerouac and the Traditions of Classic and Modern Haiku

Hakutani, Yoshinobu

   (Lexington Books)

2018 : 12  222 p.  Hardback 9781498558273 US$95.00           

  This book explores the infl uence of Buddhist ontology, Zen, and Confucian philosophies, as well as Jack Kerouac's own experiences in 

wandering and meditating in the fi elds and on the mountains in America, on the development and composition of his haiku.

【日本文学・日本語】

芳賀 浩一（城西国際大学国際人文学部准教授）著 『東日本大震災と 3.11 後の日本の小説』

The Earth Writes: The Great Earthquake and the Novel in Post-3/11 Japan

Haga, Koichi

Ecocritical Theory and Practice  (Lexington Books)

2019 : 02  208 p.  Hardback 9781498569033 US$90.00           

  This book extensively analyzes the literary works of fi ction that draw on the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami that occurred on 

March 11, 2011. This disaster inspired literally hundreds of fi ctional works in Japan from the time of the events through 2017. This response 

represents a unique and perhaps unprecedented cultural phenomenon in the world. Since a variety of writers in different genres, and even 

amateurs, have written and published books inspired by their experiences of the disaster, it is extremely diffi cult to cover the entire body of 

Japanese “post-3.11 literature”.

【言語学全般】

ラウトレッジ版授業での第二言語習得研究ハンドブック

The Routledge Handbook of Second Language Research in Classroom Learning

Leow, Ronald P. (ed.)

Routledge Handbooks in Applied Linguistics  (Routledge)

2019 : 03  552 p.  Hardback 9781138056923 ￡175.00           

  The Routledge Handbook of Second Language Research in Classroom Learning is a comprehensive psycholinguistic approach to the issue 

of instructed language learning that is uniquely theoretical, methodological, empirical, pedagogical, and curricular. Bringing together empirical 

studies with theoretical underpinnings, this handbook focuses on conceptual replications/extensions of, and new research on, classroom 

learning or Instructed SLA (ISLA).
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【記号論・意味論】

自然言語意味論

Natural Language Semantics: Formation and Valuation

Gillon, Brendan S.

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 03  736  Hardback 9780262039208 US$80.00     

This textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to the fundamentals of those approaches to natural language semantics that use the 

insights of logic. Many other texts on the subject focus on presenting a particular theory of natural language semantics. This text instead 

offers an overview of the empirical domain (drawn largely from standard descriptive grammars of English) as well as the mathematical tools 

that are applied to it.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

アジアにおける世界英語の批判的展望

Critical Perspectives on Global Englishes in Asia: Language Policy, Curriculum, Pedagogy and 

Assessment

Fang, Fan & Widodo, Handoyo Puji (ed.)

New Perspectives on Language and Education  (Multilingual Matters)

2019 : 06  216 p.  Hardback 9781788924092 ￡99.95     

Although the notion of Global Englishes (GE) has been widely discussed in the literature, few books consider how GE can be translated into 

educational practice. This book addresses the incorporation of GE into language policy and curriculum, pedagogy and assessment practices, 

and focuses on a wide range of geographical and language contexts. Incorporating GE into language curriculum, pedagogy and assessment 

practices calls for a reframing of our pedagogical practices that take into account the use of Englishes in intercultural and multicultural encounters where people have 

different first languages and cultural backgrounds.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

教授言語としての英語と発音

English-Medium Instruction and Pronunciation: Exposure and Skills Development

Richter, Karin

Second Language Acquisition  (Multilingual Matters)

2019 : 01  240 p.  Hardback 9781788922456 ￡99.95     

This book offers new insights into the language gains of adult learners enrolled in an English-medium instruction (EMI) degree programme. It 

provides longitudinal empirical evidence of the phonological gains of the learners; discusses which individual factors contribute to the changes 

in the learners’ pronunciation and investigates whether and to what extent increased exposure to the target language in EMI classrooms 

leads to incidental learning of second language pronunciation.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

母語と第二言語での熟語完全マスター

Idiomatic Mastery in a First and Second Language

Karlsson, Monica

Second Language Acquisition  (Multilingual Matters)

2019 : 01  344 p.  Hardback 9781788922364 ￡119.95     

The comprehension, retention and production of idiomatic expressions is one of the most difficult areas of the lexicon for second language 

(L2) learners, even very advanced students, to master. This book investigates this under-researched and interesting aspect of language 

acquisition, shedding light on both conventional uses of idiomatic expressions as well as creative variant forms. The chapters in the book 

delve into different aspects of idiomatic mastery: students’ comprehension of canonically used idioms in both their first and second language; 

the effects of multimedia and visualization techniques on learners’ comprehension and retention of L2 idioms; students’ misinterpretations of L2 idioms; L2 learners’ 

comprehension of creative idiom variants and their use of idioms in free composition writing.
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【文法学】

認知言語学入門　第 2 版

Cognitive Linguistics: An Introduction.  2nd ed

Evans, Vyvyan

 (Edinburgh U.P.)

2019 : 02  848 p.  Hardback 9781474405218 ￡90.00  Paperback 9781474405225  ￡29.99

The second edition features: 30 fully revised chapters in five coherent parts, including 7 entirely new chapters / Discussion questions and 

annotated reading list at the end of each chapter / Critical evaluation and reflection on influential cognitive linguistic theories, and how they 

compare to formal approaches in linguistics and cognitive science / Over 200 tables and figures to clearly demonstrate key concepts, data 

and ideas

【文法学】

疑問文の構成

Composing Questions

Kotek, Hadas

Linguistic Inquiry Monographs  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 03  240 p.  Hardback 9780262039291 US$85.00  Paperback 9780262536547  US$35.00

An investigation of the syntax and semantics of wh-questions through the lens of intervention effects, offering a new proposal on overt and 

covert wh-movement.

【音楽】

ブルームズベリー版世界ポピュラー音楽百科事典　第 12 巻：サハラ以南のアフリカ

Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World, Vol. XII: Genres - Sub-Saharan Africa

Horn, David & Shepherd, John (ed.)

Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World  (Bloomsbury Academic)

2019 : 02  496 p.  Hardback 9781501342028 ￡200.00     

The EPMOW Genre volumes contain entries on the genres of music that have been or currently are popular in countries and communities 

all over the world. Included are discussions on cultural, historical and geographic origins; technical musical characteristics; instrumentation 

and use of voice; lyrics and language; typical features of performance and presentation; historical development and paths and modes of 

dissemination; influence of technology, the music industry and political and economic circumstances; changing stylistic features; notable 

and influential performers; and relationships to other genres and sub-genres. This volume, on the music of Sub-Saharan Africa, features a 

wide range of entries and in-depth essays. All entries conclude with a bibliography, discographical references and discography, with additional information on sheet music 

listings and visual recordings. Written and edited by a team of distinguished popular music scholars and professionals, this is an exceptional resource on the history and 

development of popular music.

【世界の諸言語】

スペイン語ことわざ・格言ガイド

Dichos!: The Wit and Whimsy of Spanish Sayings

Keenan, Joseph J.

 (Univ. of Texas Pr.)

2019 : 02  216 p.      Paperback 9781477318188  US$17.95

Dichos! (Sayings) brings us a vibrant compendium of both age-old and brand-new expressions from across Latin America, compiled by the 

language enthusiast whose Breaking Out of Beginner’s Spanish transformed thousands of readers’ interactions with the Spanish language. 

Dichos! is divided into thematic sections covering topics ranging from games and relaxation to politics, macho men, and Mondays. Spanish 

speakers can also use the book to identify the spot-on/best slangy English equivalent for a Spanish-language idiom.
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】

壊れた経済関係

Disrupted Economic Relationships: Disasters, Sanctions, Dissolutions

Besedes, Tibor & Nitsch, Volker (ed.)

CESifo Seminar  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 05  304  Hardback 9780262039895 US$40.00     

Cross-border economic relationships gradually strengthened in the decades after World War II; for most of the postwar period, international 

trade and investment have grown faster than output, a process often termed “globalization.” In recent years, however, economic relationships 

have grown more fragile, subject to disruption by such factors as political conflict, economic sanctions, and the dissolution of institutional 

arrangements. This timely CESifo volume offers empirical studies and theoretical analyses that examine the causes and consequences of 

these disrupted economic relationships.

【各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理】

開放：自由貿易・移民・国際資本についての現状

Open: The Progressive Case for Free Trade, Immigration, and Global Capital

Clausing, Kimberly

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 03  320  Hardback 9780674919334 US$27.95     

A leading authority on corporate taxation and an advocate of a more equal economy, Clausing agrees that Americans, especially those with 

middle and lower incomes, face stark economic challenges. But these problems do not require us to retreat from the global economy. On the 

contrary, she shows, an open economy overwhelmingly helps. International trade makes countries richer, raises living standards, benefits 

consumers, and brings nations together. Global capital mobility helps both borrowers and lenders. International business improves efficiency 

and fosters innovation. And immigration remains one of America’s greatest strengths, as newcomers play an essential role in economic 

growth, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Closing the door to the benefits of an open economy would cause untold damage. Instead, Clausing outlines a progressive 

agenda to manage globalization more effectively, presenting strategies to equip workers for a modern economy, improve tax policy, and establish a better partnership 

between labor and the business community.

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

オリヴィエ・ブランチャード＆ローレンス・サマーズ編 『進化か革命か』

Evolution or Revolution?: Rethinking Macroeconomic Policy after the Great Recession

Blanchard, Olivier & Summers, Lawrence H. (ed.)

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 04  392  Hardback 9780262039369 US$39.95     

The contributors discuss the complex role of the financial sector, the relative roles of monetary and fiscal policy, the limits of monetary policy 

to address financial stability, the need for fiscal policy to play a more active role in stabilization, and the relative roles of financial regulation 

and macroprudential tools. The general message is a warning against going back to precrisis ways?to narrow inflation targeting, little use of 

fiscal policy for stabilization, and insufficient financial regulation.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

日本のフルクサス

Japan Fluxus

Galliano, Luciana

 (Lexington Books)

2018 : 11  176 p.  Hardback 9781498578257 US$90.00     

Focusing on Japanese artists involved in Fluxus, the book proposes a new understanding of this movement which, in spite of its anti-

academicism, its aversion to authorial identity and the ephemeral character of its output, is “the best documented and best cross-indexed art 

movement in history,” (Nam June Paik 1994, 77). The book presents postwar Japanese radical avant-garde and the related and highly refined 

discourse and debate behind it, enlightening crucial if less known aspects of (local) Fluxus history and theory.
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【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

法とマクロ経済学

Law and Macroeconomics: Legal Remedies to Recessions

Listokin, Yair

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 03  238 p.  Hardback 9780674976054 US$45.00     

After the economic crisis of 2008, private-sector spending took nearly a decade to recover. Yair Listokin thinks we can respond more quickly 

to the next meltdown by reviving and refashioning a policy approach whose proven success is too rarely acknowledged. Harking back to New 

Deal regulatory agencies, Listokin proposes that we take seriously law’s ability to function as a macroeconomic tool, capable of stimulating 

demand when needed and relieving demand when it threatens to overheat economies.

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

マクロ経済変動とマクロ経済政策

Macroeconomic Fluctuations and Policies

Challe, Edouard / Emanuel, Susan (trans.)

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 04  360  Hardback 9780262039550 US$120.00     

This textbook presents the basic tools for analyzing macroeconomic fluctuations and policies and applies them to contemporary issues. It 

employs a unified New Keynesian framework for understanding business cycles, major crises, and macroeconomic policies, introducing 

students to the approach most often used in academic macroeconomic analysis and by central banks and international institutions.

【ミクロ経済学・企業論】

独占禁止のパラダイム

The Antitrust Paradigm: Restoring a Competitive Economy

Baker, Jonathan B

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 05  310 p.  Hardback 9780674975781 US$45.00     

Jonathan Baker shows how business practices harming competition manage to go unchecked. The law has fallen behind technology, but that 

is not the only problem. Inspired by Robert Bork, Richard Posner, and the “Chicago school,” the Supreme Court has, since the Reagan years, 

steadily eroded the protections of antitrust. The Antitrust Paradigm demonstrates that Chicago-style reforms intended to unleash competitive 

enterprise have instead inflated market power, harming the welfare of workers and consumers, squelching innovation, and reducing overall 

economic growth.

【ミクロ経済学・企業論】

IBM：世界的大企業の盛衰と復活

IBM: The Rise and Fall and Reinvention of a Global Icon

Cortada, James W. / Aspray, William & Misa, Thomas J. (ed.)

History of Computing  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 03  752  Hardback 9780262039444 US$45.00     

For decades, IBM shaped the way the world did business. IBM products were in every large organization, and IBM corporate culture 

established a management style that was imitated by companies around the globe. It was “Big Blue, ” an icon. And yet over the years, IBM 

has gone through both failure and success, surviving flatlining revenue and forced reinvention. The company almost went out of business 

in the early 1990s, then came back strong with new business strategies and an emphasis on artificial intelligence. In this authoritative, 

monumental history, James Cortada tells the story of one of the most influential American companies of the last century.

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

成長と分配　第 2 版

Growth and Distribution.  2nd ed

Foley, Duncan K. et al.

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 02  416 p.  Hardback 9780674986428 US$60.00     

In addition to carefully worked out examples showing how to use the analytical techniques presented, Growth and Distribution presents many 

problems suitable for inclusion in problem sets and examinations. Detailed answers to these problems are available. This second edition 

includes fresh data throughout and new chapters on climate change, corporate capitalism, models of wealth inequality, and technical change.
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【投資】

経験的資産価格

Empirical Asset Pricing: Models and Methods

Ferson, Wayne

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 03  496  Hardback 9780262039376 US$100.00     

This book offers a comprehensive advanced introduction to asset pricing, the study of models for the prices and returns of various securities. 

The focus is empirical, emphasizing how the models relate to the data. The book offers a uniquely integrated treatment, combining classical 

foundations with more recent developments in the literature and relating some of the material to applications in investment management. It 

covers the theory of empirical asset pricing, the main empirical methods, and a range of applied topics.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】

国際通貨制度の改革

Reform of the International Monetary System: Why and How?

Taylor, John B. / Savioz, Marcel (ed.)

Karl Brunner Distinguished Lecture Series  (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 03  152      Paperback 9780262536752  US$30.00

An argument that a rules-based reform of the international monetary system, achieved by applying basic economic theory, would improve 

economic performance.

【社会科学全般・社会調査論】

マックス・ウェーバー著 『新訳：経済と社会』

Economy and Society: A New Translation

Weber, Max / Tribe, Keith (trans.)

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 04  496 p.      Paperback 9780674916548  US$24.95

Keith Tribe’s major new translation presents Economy and Society as it stood when Weber died in June 1920, with three complete chapters 

and a fragment of a fourth. One of the English-speaking world’s leading experts on Weber’s thought, Tribe has produced a uniquely clear 

and faithful translation that balances accuracy with readability. He adds to this a substantial introduction and commentary that reflect the new 

Weber scholarship of the past few decades.

【社会変動】

キャス・サンスティーン著 『変化はどのように起こるか』

How Change Happens

Sunstein, Cass R.

 (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 04  344 p.  Hardback 9780262039574 US$29.95     

How does social change happen? When do social movements take off? Sexual harassment was once something that women had to endure; 

now a movement has risen up against it. White nationalist sentiments, on the other hand, were largely kept out of mainstream discourse; 

now there is no shortage of media outlets for them. In this book, with the help of behavioral economics, psychology, and other fields, Cass 

Sunstein casts a bright new light on how change happens.

【通貨・金融・保険】

国際金融市場と金融機関の基礎　第 5 版

Foundations of Global Financial Markets and Institutions.  5th ed

Fabozzi, Frank J. & Jones, Frank J.

 (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 05  1088 p.  Hardback 9780262039543 US$145.00     

This thoroughly revised and updated edition of a widely used textbook for graduate students in finance now provides expanded coverage 

of global financial institutions, with detailed comparisons of U.S. systems with non-U.S. systems. A focus on the actual practices of financial 

institutions prepares students for real-world problems.
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【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】

プラットフォーム経済学

The Platform Economy: How Japan Transformed the Consumer Internet

Steinberg, Marc

 (U. of Minnesota Pr.)

2019 : 02  304 p.  Hardback 9781517906948 US$108.00  Paperback 9781517906955  US$27.00

Platforms are everywhere. From social media to chat, streaming, credit cards, and even bookstores, it seems like almost everything can be 

described as a platform. In The Platform Economy, Marc Steinberg argues that the “platformization” of capitalism has transformed everything, 

and it is imperative that we have a historically precise, robust understanding of this widespread concept. Taking Japan as the key site for 

global platformization, Steinberg delves into that nation’s unique technological and managerial trajectory, in the process systematically 

examining every facet of the elusive word platform.

【人種・民族・移民問題】

アジアの裏表：移動する人々

Asia Inside Out: Itinerant People

Tagliacozzo, Eric et al. (ed.)

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 03  340 p.  Hardback 9780674987630 US$45.00     

In the final volume of Asia Inside Out, a stellar interdisciplinary team of scholars considers the migration of people - and the ideas, practices, 

and things they brought with them - to show the ways in which itinerant groups have transformed their culture and surroundings. Going 

beyond time and place, which animated the first two books, this third one looks at human beings on the move.

【政治学全般】

日本のジェンダー・ギャップを乗り越えて

Beyond the Gender Gap in Japan

Steel, Gill

Michigan Monograph Series in Japanese Studies  (U. of Michigan Pr.)

2019 : 01  286 p.  Hardback 9780472131143 US$80.00     

Why do Japanese women enjoy a high sense of well-being in a context of high inequality? Beyond the Gender Gap in Japan brings together 

researchers from across the social sciences to investigate this question. The authors analyze women’s values and the lived experiences at 

home, in the family, at work, in their leisure time, as volunteers, and in politics and policy-making.

【政治学全般】

いかにヨーロッパを民主化するか

How to Democratize Europe

Hennette, Stephanie et al.

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 05  176  Hardback 9780674988088 US$24.95     

著者の一人：トマ・ピケティ

The European Union is struggling. The rise of Euroskeptic parties in member states, economic distress in the south, the migrant crisis, and 

Brexit top the news. But deeper structural problems may be a greater long-term peril. Not least is the economic management of the Eurozone, 

the nineteen countries that use the Euro. How can this be accomplished in a way generally acceptable to members, given a political system 

whose structures are routinely decried for a lack of democratic accountability? How can the EU promote fiscal and social justice while initiating the long-term public 

investments that Europe needs to overcome stagnation? These are the problems a distinguished group of European and American scholars set out to solve in this short but 

valuable book.
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【政治理論・思想・イデオロギー】

ジョン・ロールズ：正義論への道のり

John Rawls: The Path to a Theory of Justice

Galisanka, Andrius

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 05  224  Hardback 9780674976474 US$45.00     

Critics have maintained that Rawls’s view is unrealistic and ultimately undemocratic. In this incisive new intellectual biography, Andrius 

Gali?anka argues that in misunderstanding the origins and development of Rawls’s central argument, previous narratives fail to explain the 

novelty of his philosophical approach and so misunderstand the political vision he made prevalent. Gali?anka draws on newly available 

archives of Rawls’s unpublished essays and personal papers to clarify the justifications Rawls offered for his assumption of basic moral 

agreement. Gali?anka’s intellectual-historical approach reveals a philosopher struggling toward humbler claims than critics allege.

【国際関係論】

エズラ・ヴォーゲル著 『中国と日本：歴史に向き合う』

China and Japan: Facing History

Vogel, Ezra F.

 (Belknap Pr.)

2019 : 07  480 p.  Hardback 9780674916579 US$39.95     

ベストセラー『ジャパン・アズ・ナンバーワン』の著者であり、中国・日本研究の大家が記した最新の日中関係と今後の展望

From the sixth century, when the Japanese adopted core elements of Chinese civilization, to the late twentieth century, when China looked 

to Japan for a path to capitalism, Ezra Vogel’s China and Japan examines key turning points in Sino?Japanese history. Throughout much of 

their past, the two countries maintained deep cultural ties, but China, with its great civilization and resources, had the upper hand. Japan’s 

success in modernizing in the nineteenth century and its victory in the 1895 Sino?Japanese War changed the dynamic, putting Japan in the dominant position. The bitter 

legacy of the Second World War has made cooperation difficult, despite efforts to promote trade and, more recently, tourism. Vogel underscores the need for Japan to offer 

a thorough apology for the war, but he also urges China to recognize Japan as a potential vital partner in the region. He argues that for the sake of a stable world order, 

these two Asian giants must reset their relationship, starting with their common interests in environmental protection, disaster relief, global economic development, and 

scientific research.

【国際関係論】

冷戦の民主主義：アメリカと日本

Cold War Democracy: The United States and Japan

Miller, Jennifer M.

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 03  368 p.  Hardback 9780674976344 US$45.00     

Is American foreign policy a reflection of a desire to promote democracy, or is it motivated by America’s economic interests and imperial 

dreams? Jennifer Miller argues that democratic ideals were indeed crucial in the early days of the U.S.?Japanese relationship, but not in the 

way most defenders claim. American leaders believed that building a peaceful, stable, and democratic Japan after a devastating war required 

much more than elections or a new constitution. Instead, they saw democracy as a psychological and even spiritual “state of mind,” a vigilant 

society perpetually mobilized against the false promises of fascist and communist anti-democratic forces. These ideas inspired an unprecedented crusade to help the 

Japanese achieve the individualistic and rational qualities deemed necessary for democracy.

【軍事学】

日本再軍備

Japan Rearmed: The Politics of Military Power

Smith, Sheila A.

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 04  352 p.  Hardback 9780674987647 US$29.95     

In Japan Rearmed Sheila Smith argues that Japan is not only responding to increasing threats from North Korean missiles and Chinese 

maritime activities but also reevaluating its dependence on the United States. No longer convinced that they can rely on Americans to defend 

Japan, Tokyo’s political leaders are now confronting the possibility that they may need to prepare the nation’s military for war.
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【法律学全般】

ブルース・アッカーマン著 『革命的憲法』

Revolutionary Constitutions: Charismatic Leadership and the Rule of Law

Ackerman, Bruce

 (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 05  432 p.  Hardback 9780674970687 US$35.00     

Revolutionary Constitutions shows how activists can learn from their predecessors’ successes and profit from their mistakes, and sets up 

Ackerman’s next volume, which will address how elites and insiders coopt and destroy the momentum of revolutionary movements.

【インド・中国・日本の伝統宗教】

日本における孔子崇拝

The Worship of Confucius in Japan

McMullen, James

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 421 / Harvard University Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 07  450 p.  Hardback 9780674237261 US$85.00     

How has Confucius, quintessentially and symbolically Chinese, been received throughout Japanese history? The Worship of Confucius in 

Japan provides the first overview of the richly documented and colorful Japanese version of the East Asian ritual to venerate Confucius, 

known in Japan as the sekiten. The original Chinese political liturgy embodied assumptions about sociopolitical order different from those of 

Japan. Over more than thirteen centuries, Japanese in power expressed a persistently ambivalent response to the ritual’s challenges and 

often tended to interpret the ceremony in cultural rather than political terms.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

ヒロシマ・ナガサキに対する日米の考え方の違い

Bridging the Atomic Divide: Debating Japan-US Attitudes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki

Wray, Harry J. & Sugihara, Seishiro / Hu, Norman (trans.)

 (Lexington Books)

2018 : 11  340 p.  Hardback 9781498593212 US$115.00     

Harry Wray and Seishiro Sugihara transcend the one-sided Tokyo Trial view of the war in an effort to conduct a balanced exchange on 

historical perception. This will be of interest equally to both those inside and outside Japan who are perplexed by Japan’s “victimization 

consciousness.” Through this impassioned and heartfelt dialogue, Wray challenges theories embraced by some Japanese who believe 

that the US simply “used the atomic bombings to make the Soviet Union manageable in the Cold War,” as alleged by the Hiroshima Peace 

Museum and in Japanese school history textbooks.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

近代史における文化的変化

Cultural Change in Modern World History: Cases, Causes and Consequences

Stearns, Peter N.

 (Bloomsbury Academic)

2018 : 12  282 p.  Hardback 9781350054332 ￡65.00  Paperback 9781350054349  ￡21.99

明治日本の近代化に言及

Culture change is one of the most interesting and significant features of human society, but until now there has been no book for the 

classroom which looks explicitly at this phenomenon. Cultural Change in Modern World History covers different kinds and levels of culture 

change since 1500 ? from colonial culture contact in British India to modernization in Meiji Japan and changing attitudes towards gay 

marriage in the past decade ? considering how we should define culture change, how to deal with causation and how to evaluate continuities and consequences.
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【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

失われた歴史：日本の植民地の人々の生活

Lost Histories: Recovering the Lives of Japan's Colonial Peoples

Ziomek, Kirsten L.

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 418 / Harvard University Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)

2019 : 04  400 p.  Hardback 9780674237278 US$70.00  Paperback 9780674237285  US$35.00

Lost Histories provides a geographically and temporally holistic view of the Japanese empire from the early 1900s to the 1970s. The 

experiences of the four least-examined groups of Japanese colonial subjects?the Ainu, Taiwan’s indigenous people, Micronesians, and 

Okinawans?are the centerpiece of the book. By reconstructing individual life histories and following these people as they crossed colonial 

borders to the metropolis and beyond, Ziomek conveys the dynamic nature of an empire in motion and explains how individuals navigated the 

vagaries of imperial life.

【科学史・技術史】

ヨーロッパでのアイザック・ニュートンの受容　全 3 巻

The Reception of Isaac Newton in Europe.  3 vols

Mandelbrote, Scott & Pulte, Helmut (eds.)

The Reception of British and Irish Authors in Europe  (Bloomsbury Academic)

2019 : 02  1194 p.  Hardback 9780826479709 ￡375.00     

The writings and example of Isaac Newton transformed understandings of the practice and meaning of the sciences across Europe in 

the centuries following the publication of the Principia in 1687. The essays in these volumes consider the impact of Newton's ideas from 

three distinct but interlocking perspectives: their reception in particular geographical areas and language communities; their importance for 

particular fields of intellectual and practical endeavour, and their influence on other thinkers who, in turn, shaped Newton's intellectual legacy.

【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】

機械学習の基礎　第 2 版

Foundations of Machine Learning.  2nd ed

Mohri, Mehryar et al.

Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning  (MIT Pr.)

2018 : 12  504 p.  Hardback 9780262039406 US$75.00     

This second edition offers three new chapters, on model selection, maximum entropy models, and conditional entropy models. New material 

in the appendixes includes a major section on Fenchel duality, expanded coverage of concentration inequalities, and an entirely new entry on 

information theory. More than half of the exercises are new to this edition.

【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】

ディープラーニング入門

Introduction to Deep Learning

Charniak, Eugene

 (MIT Pr.)

2019 : 01  192 p.  Hardback 9780262039512 US$35.00     

This concise, project-driven guide to deep learning takes readers through a series of program-writing tasks that introduce them to the use of 

deep learning in such areas of artificial intelligence as computer vision, natural-language processing, and reinforcement learning. The author, 

a longtime artificial intelligence researcher specializing in natural-language processing, covers feed-forward neural nets, convolutional neural 

nets, word embeddings, recurrent neural nets, sequence-to-sequence learning, deep reinforcement learning, unsupervised models, and other 

fundamental concepts and techniques. Students and practitioners learn the basics of deep learning by working through programs in Tensorflow, an open-source machine 

learning framework. “I find I learn computer science material best by sitting down and writing programs,” the author writes, and the book reflects this approach.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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